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Themes  
This presentation addresses four main themes:

1. General knowledge – get awareness of 
knowledge for innovation/invention

2. Building innovation capacity – internal and 
external factors

3. A story of discovery – an insight into 
applied creativity: a case study

4. ORED - A model for innovation/invention

Introduction - Themes

Invention!2016/06/18
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Innovation/Invention 

1. What general knowledge 
of innovations a competent 
innovator should know about?

2. How interdisciplinary
knowledge and collaboration 
empower innovation?

8. What  psychological traits 
a competent innovator should 
have?

10. How to be innovative in 
Education fields?

5. What are the technologies 
necessary for innovation?

11. What responsibilities a 
competent innovator must 
undertake?

7. What are available funding
resources?

4. What are theories on 
inventive problem solving?

9. How to learn from others:  
Story of a discovery?

6. What are major barriers for 
innovative endeavors?

How to empower myself for innovation/invention? 
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1.1General Knowledge

Innovation vs Invention

 Innovation is applicable for local problems and Invention for global needs.
 Innovation and Invention requires planning that is proactive, a long-term 

oriented and development-focused.
 Innovations and inventions  are novel solutions to a problem based on latest 

technologies.  
 When an innovative process becomes a success it grows into a habit and it gets

easier to detect and solve next set of problems.
 Successful Innovation include exploration of the sources and stimuli, actions and 

actors (Utterback, 2016)   
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 Internal stimuli e.g. self-motivation. 
 External stimuli e.g.an opportunity to model innovative behaviour, the 

institution incentives….
 Stimuli activate our internal drive for innovation .
 Stimuli empower a burning desire leading to an intensive thought 

process/cognitive search for a solution.

1.2 General Knowledge

The Process of Innovation and Invention
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1.3 General Knowledge

Academic Patenting  in the OECD Countries
 “In 2000 the United States had a huge lead over other Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development countries (OECD) in academic patenting:
universities received over 8 000 patents (5% of total patenting, rising to 15% in
biotechnology).

 Academic patenting in other countries ranged from the low hundreds in Japan,
the Netherlands and Switzerland, to close to 1 000 at German and Korean
research institutions .”

(Mario Cervantes, Economist, Science and Technology Policy Division, Directorate for Science, Technology 
and Industry, OECD), World Intellectual Properties Organization (WIPO)
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1.4 General Knowledge

South African Academic Inventions

2016/06/18

Pouris, Anthipi and Pouris, Anastassios Patents and economic development in South 
Africa: managing intellectual property rights. S. Afr. j. sci., 2011, vol.107, no.11-12, p.01-10. 
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South African Journal of Science S. Afr. j. sci. vol.107 n.11-12 Pretoria Jan. 2011

1.4 General Knowledge

South African Academic Inventions (1996-2006)

Companies and Intellectual 
Property Registry Office SA 

Technology Sector

CLASS
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Product                               Process
Development                   Development

----------------------- -------------------------------
CIPRO         Foreign           CIPRO Foreign

Semiconductors/microelectronics/
communication

12                 4                    16                           2

Chemicals 15                 9                    20                         13

Minerals/coal 1                 - 16                           5               

Bio (technology) 24                  4                     26                         5

Drug/pharmaceutical 26                   6                     2                         1
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What is a Difference Between Copyright and Patent?

 Patent protects the result of science, technology and engineering, machines etc. whereas 
copyrights are meant to cover the art, literature and written work. 

 Patent protection provides the patent owner with an exclusive right for the life of the 
patent to prevent others from exploiting the patent invention. 

 Patent is designed to protect the device or a process that carried out the idea (not the 
idea itself). 

 Patent is valid only for those things that are novel or unique or original/ non-obvious.

(Choudhary et al. / Indian Journal of Computer Science and Engineering (IJCSE), 2013)

1.5 General Knowledge
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What is a Trademark?
 Trademark is a symbol or other word or sound that distinguishes the goods and 

products of a business from its competition. Familiar mark such as “INTEL”, 
“MICROSOFT”, “DELL”, “NOKIA”. 

 Trademark right lasts for as long as the mark is used in commerce. If use of 
trademark lasts a limited time of period then trademark rights are lost. 

 Advantage of trademark protection may be obtained for any product, process
based on its objectives merits such as originality and novelty (adapted from Choudhary et
al. 2013)

1.6 General Knowledge
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How do I Know if my Idea is Ready to be Patented?

For deciding whether patent will  be given or not to an invention there are several 
criteria:

 The placement of the invention in such a manner that public cannot do the 
reverse engineering.

 Significant time or money must be invested for creation of the invention.
 There are no the equivalent solutions in the relevant patent databases.
 A belief that invention represents an important discovery of technology.

(Adapted from Choudhary et al. / Indian Journal of Computer Science and Engineering (IJCSE), 2013)

1.7 General Knowledge

2016/06/18
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1.8 General Knowledge

How  to Formulate and Submit my Patent Application?
 The inventor introduces the initial inventive framework (DESCRIPTIONS AND

DRAWINGS) to a patent attorney or a patent officer at the SA patent and
trademark office, following a standard patent layout.

 Revealing the detail and how the invention develops and how it works is
problematic and it is the opening of infringement.

 To avoid this it is necessary to sign a non-disclosure agreement.

 The patent officer or the attorney searches relevant patent databases to
ascertain the novelty of the solution.

 The preliminary patent application is followed by the full patent application
with claims.

2016/06/18
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1.9 General Knowledge

Why Multiple Perspectives Contribute to Innovation?

These following MIT approaches provide multiple perspectives in solving real world 
problems: 

 Multidisciplinarity draws on knowledge from different disciplines but stays within 
their boundaries. 

 Interdisciplinarity analyses, synthesizes and harmonizes links between disciplines 
into a coordinated and coherent whole. 

 Transdisciplinarity integrates the natural, social and health sciences in a 
humanities context, and transcends their traditional boundaries. 

2016/06/18
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1.10 General Knowledge

A Case of Interdisciplinarity

 Monash University's (in Melbourne) senior leadership team consistently signalled
that it values research that is interdisciplinary - despite the organizational
structures and global academic norms that are biased towards more
conventional, disciplinary approaches.

 Interdisciplinary value has been communicated to researchers through university
policies, promotion criteria and seed-funding programmes.

 A team was built of interdisciplinary experts that delivers integrated and
sustainable water management across multiple cities.

2016/06/18
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1.11 General Knowledge

Great World Projects- International Collaboration

 Brainetome Project has started in China in October 2013 and the research findings are 
available on the Internet : 

http://www.brainnetome.org/en/brainnetomeproject.html

 Multiple disciplinary approaches are used to build an artificial brain.

 Some objectives of this multiple disciplinary project are to resolve complex human 
brain problems, to develop consensus clinical solutions and guidelines, and to provide 
comprehensive health services. 

2016/06/18
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1.12 General Knowledge

Great World Projects- International Collaboration

 Human Brain Project (HBP) has started in October 2013 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hb7CcwmRLcs

 The project has been sponsored by EU Commission.  
 This collaborative innovative project  include about 300 researchers , 150 institutions 

and partners from 24 countries. 
 The Human  Brain Project pursue four goals: Data, Theory, ICT platforms, Applications.
 The estimated total cost of the HBP is Euro 1,190 million, spread over a period of ten 

years.

 Under the umbrella of HBP an education initiative  has started titled 
‘Human Brain Education’.

2016/06/18
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1.13 General knowledge   

…
What is Homological Inventive Transfer (HIT)? 

 Constructs from many disciplines are transferable to another 
related disciplines with small adjustments.

 The use of a construct for another discipline can be an 
innovative step  that  leads to  an invention.

 Homological transfer indicates that we have commonalities 
between disciplines and inventors  must be able to find those 
commonalities that can easy the process of invention. 
(Adapted from Mende, 2006)

2016/06/18
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Theory of Innovative Problem Solving (TRIZ) 

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ)" methodology system include: 

Trends of evolution of technical systems
 Inverted database of science and technology 
 40 "Principles of Invention"
 "Contradiction Solving Matrix".

Toru Nakagawa, The Bulletin of Cultural and Natural Sciences in Osaka, Gakuin University, No. 37, 
September 1998, pp. 1-12. (in Japanese)
https://www.triz.co.uk/files/U48432_40_inventive_principles_with_examples.pdf

1.14 General Knowledge

Microsoft Word 
Document

2016/06/18
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40 Principles of Invention 

Principle 1: Segmentation
 Divide an object into independent parts 
 Make an object sectional - easy to assemble or disassemble
 Increase the degree of fragmentation or segmentation

 Principle 2: Taking out
 Extract the disturbing part or property from an object
 Extract the only necessary part (or property) of an object

 Principle 3: Local quality
 Change of an object's structure from uniform to non-uniform
 Change an action or an external environment (or external influence) from uniform to 

non-uniform
 Make each part of an object function in conditions most suitable for its operation
 Make each part of an object fulfil a different and/or complementary useful function

1.15 General Knowledge

2016/06/18
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1.17 General Knowledge

Immersive Technology for Innovation/Invention

 Immersive Technology (Im-Tech) is a set of technologies creating a tenacious,
individual and shared 4D perception of reality in cyberspace.

 The main value is to produce radical, potentially unlimited innovation.

 Currently it is used in the car and aircraft industries, development of learning
systems etc.

http://www.immersivetechnologies.com/

2016/06/18
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Part II:
Building Innovation Capacity 

21

3

4

5

67

9

8

1. A burning desire to solve a real -world 
problem

2. Skills  to resolve  barriers for 
innovation in the environment 
Individuality

3. An inclination to  search for problems  
and to find  innovative solutions

4. Analytical skills
5. Endurance for physical inconformity 

and psychological and social pressures
6. An ability to monitor and control own 

innovative performance
7. Ability to  perform an interplay 

between relevant actors
8. Responsibility to contribute 

innovatively to a wider society.

Personality Traits 

2016/06/18
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2.2 Building Innovation Capacity 

10 11

12

13

1415

17

16

10. Intrinsic motivation and non-conformity 
11. Imagination and endurance in searching 

solutions to problems
12. Skills to craft  own inventive routes
13. Inclination to inspire other people  and 

initiate actions
14. Time  management
15. Skills in getting a financial support for 

an innovative idea
16. Controlled sociability - limited 

dependence on social influence
17. Ability to bypass social distractions.

Personality Traits - cont. 

2016/06/18
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2.3 Building Innovation Capacity 

Brain Preferences 

(Neethling Brain Instruments, 2000)2016/06/18
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2.4 Building Innovation Capacity 

Brain Preferences 

(Neethling Brain Instruments, 2000)2016/06/18
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2.5 Building Innovation Capacity 

…

1. 

Very little 
Interdisciplinarity

Articles with no 
much novelty 

Admin, teaching 
and training  tasks 

and no funding 
support

1. The innovation efforts 
within academic 
institutions are all too 
often quenched by the 
inevitable pressures of 
short-term 
development of 
conference papers and 
articles with no much 
novelty. 

2. Creativity process is 
often interrupted by 
prolonged 
administrative, teaching 
and training tasks

3. There are barriers and 
a long process in getting 
the funding support. 

4. The traditional 
structure of universities is 
not conducive to 
interdisciplinary work. 
(Theodore Brown, 1980).

What are Barriers for Innovation?

2016/06/18
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to Catalyse 

2.6 Building Innovation Capacity 

ICT Skills in Education? 

2016/06/18
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How to be Innovative In Education?

 A learning environment that includes a topic that fits with the educational 
program, pleasant learning with an innovative instrument, and an instructor with 
the right demeanour and aptitudes presents a coordinated segment of learning 
or coordinated innovation (Shinde, 2015);

 But this is not yet an inventive step unless the educator activate his/her own 
internal drive and start designing an innovative teaching device or process ;

 An Innovator in Education must observe education processes  from multiple 
perspectives and disciplines  in order to create an innovative solution. 

2.7 Building Innovation Capacity 

2016/06/18
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7.2 How to Apply Innovation/Invention in 
Education

How to be Innovative In Education – cont.?
Examples:

 The US patent application in 2008: The teacher uses the Bluetooth technology 
and a receiver that is placed in the child ear. The teacher remotely send the 
instruction to inattentive child for example, ‘John  continue with your task…’ 

 A learning device: Everywhere are potential examples for innovation, e.g.
ICT learning  device  that will improve  privacy, one-by-one communications,  
stimulate memory and motivation, monitor learning progress, etc.

2.8 Building Innovation Capacity 

2016/06/18
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2.9 Building Innovation Capacity 

…
How to Get Funding Resources?

 NRF, Research for Africa.

 The Global Research Council (GRC) has selected interdisciplinary approach.
The GRC is a federation of more than 50 national research funders.

 EU Commission provides funding opportunities for innovative proposals . 
They have calls for proposals from African countries in collaboration with 
partners from EU.

http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?lg=en&pg=sitemap

2016/06/18
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2.10 Building Innovation Capacity 

How to Organize an Academic Community of Practice (ACoPs)?

 An Academic Community of Practice (ACoP) consists of a group (3-5 members) 
with an expertise and the aim to solve a real-world problem and produce an 
innovation/invention

 ACoPs members are academics and professionals from industry and/or 
community 

 ACoPs members share the same interests; they are responsible and competent in 
relevant disciplines

 ACoPs follow the principles of knowledge sharing and exchange and an 
interdisciplinary approach

 ACoPs leaders must possess a drive for innovation.  

COMMUNICATIONS 
2016/06/18
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2.11 Building Innovation Capacity 

…
What are my Responsibilities as an Innovator/Inventor?

 Build stamina, patience and self-awareness to manage the long journey of
establishing a productive interdisciplinary team.

 Put your best ideas forward even if they are unfinished, and be open to
alternative perspectives from other disciplines, policymakers, industry
practitioners and community members.

 Prioritize depth early on, and embrace breadth by building relationships with
those from other fields and practices.

(Adapted from United Nations. Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UN, 
2015).
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Part III:
A Story of Discovery

 How interdisciplinary 
knowledge contributed 
to my innovation 
activities?

 How collaboration
improved my innovative 
ideas? 

 How psychological 
traits influenced  
innovative efforts?

 What  is my special 
approach to innovation 

 What sources of 
funding were used?

 How I experienced my 
innovative endeavors?

 What barriers for innovative 
activities I came across?

 What technologies
I have used for innovation?

My Story of 
Discovery

2016/06/18
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3.1 RVT System
…

 RVT system - a device for assisting a person with clinical psychological  
problems.

 The patent  application was filed at the Patent Convention Treaty (PCT) in 
Geneva and declined afterwards at a national level due to very high costs.

 There was no  adequate funding assistance for this project. 

RVT System

2016/06/18
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RVT System figures

3.2 RVT Figures
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3.3  AHAD System  

AHAD:  Automatic Healthcare Assistance Device

 Idea generation: I observed my mother after her fall and becoming  
dependant on walking  sticks.

 The project state: The innovation was filed in SA as a provisional patent 
application and now the full patent application is in the process.

 Directorate for Innovation and Technology Transfer, DITT,  UNISA 
provided a support for this R & D project.

LINK here
Microsoft Word 

Document

AHAD System 

2016/06/18
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3.4  AHAD System  

AHAD System 

12/18/2018
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Part IV:
ORED Model

The ORED Model 

1. Observation- The innovator detects a problem in the environment. The innovator
gets inspired particularly if the problem is personally related to him/her;

1. Revelation - The inventor searches for an ‘inventor space ‘and the time in order
to record the solution. An idea like a spark is followed with sketches and brief
descriptions;

1. Explorations - The inventor acquires the knowledge of the current state of art,
legal requirements for a patent application, knowledge of constructing claims…

4. Design - The inventor continues to construct novel arguments, selects and design
a technology, complete initial drawings, devise preliminary claims.

2016/06/18
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General II Knowledge Building Innovation 
Capacity

A story of 
Discovery

ORED Model

Process of Innovation/Invention Personality traits Story -
Experience

ORED model -
general

Academic Patenting in the world 
and SA Brain preferences RVT ORED model -

figure

Copyright, Patent, Trade Mark Barriers for innovation AHAD

Formulating and submitting a 
patent application

ICT skills

Collaboration on World Projects Innovation in Education

MIT Funding

HIT ACoPs

TRIZ My responsibilities as an 
educator-inventor

Immerse Technologies

Summary and Conclusions

2016/06/18
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The Way Forward 

…
What is the Way Forward? 

Take the following initiatives at your institution:
 Examine the time allocation for different academic tasks;
 Schedule meetings online;
 Restructure the communication system;
 Establish a flexible replacement of academics and allocations of online

teaching tasks;  
 Organize practical innovation/invention workshops to share the knowledge 

and model innovative behaviour; 
 Include innovation/creativity components in IPMS; 
 Initiate funding on a wider scale with industries and overseas collaborators;
 Provide incentives for inventive steps; 
 Be aware of a disparity between teaching and innovation;
 Initiate the program ‘Human Brain Education’;
 Organize Academic Communities of Practice (ACoP).

2016/06/18
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A N Y  Q U E S T I O N S ?
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Challenges? 
This presentation addresses three main 
challenges 
 The first challenge, is to raise awareness 

for innovative outputs using ICT and 
interdisciplinary approach. 

 The second challenge - introduce  an 
insight into applied creativity. 

 The third challenge - is to change 
academic practice by inspiring 
colleagues  to take innovative actions at 
their institutions.

Main Challenges

2016/06/18
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Agenda
1. Background  knowledge 
2. Interdisciplinarity
3. Theories of problem solving (TRIZ)
4. Tools and technologies 
5. Barriers for innovation
6. International R &D collaboration
7. Funding resources 
8. Psychological Traits 
9. Story of a discovery
10.Responsibilities of an innovator
11.Innovation/invention and Education
12.The way forward.

Introduction - Agenda
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